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Many of the givens for 
Cripe were beginning to 
change. There was now 
much more competition 
in the design industry. Short 
term interest rates above 
20% and mortgages at 
17% rapidly caused  
demand for traditional  
services to falter.  

The advent of the computer  
led to early renditions of 
computer aided drafting 
(CAD)—changing work  
processes that had been 
in place for decades. 

Cripe responded by  
diversifying into doing both 
public and institutional  

sales team, and embraced 
CAD.
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NEW 
LOGO
An employee contest was 

for Paul I. Cripe, Inc. Marla 
Dankert, wife of Bill Dankert, 
submitted the winning  
entry. The logo depicts the 
initials PIC in a pyramid  
design. A call to the 

Software Help Desk 
would often result 
in Cripe teaching 
the supplier of the 
software on its use.

CRIPE
ADOPTS
COMPUTER  

AIDED  
DRAFTING

CAD
Cripe adopted CAD  
early on. It ran on a very 
slow personal computer, 
and created many new 
challenges since there 
were no standards then.
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SALES
MARKETING

TEAM
CREATED
Due to changing trends 
in the design professions, 
it became important to 
more actively solicit work. 

full-time salesperson, Dennis 
Southerland, to lead this 
sales effort.
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RETAIL
CHAINS
As a part of Cripe’s new 

 
 was able to add Kroger, 
Marsh and Mike’s Car 
Wash to its client base.

PIC
CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION
FORMED
In honor of Mr. Cripe and 

Dankert, Bill Dankert and  
Al Oak pooled their  

Paul I. Cripe Charitable 
Foundation.  

The Charitable Foundation’s  
primary goal was to aid 
college students in  
obtaining degrees in  
professional areas related 
to Cripe services.
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Cripe saw a need to  
diversify its portfolio of  
clients to include public 
work. Lacy Johnson,  
Esq., was hired as an  
advisor to bring us into  
this market. 
 
Lacy also assisted Cripe  
in developing a racially  
diverse work force.

PUBLIC 
WORK

ENGINEERING

LAND SURVEY

ARCHITECTURE

•Wilhelm Construction Company•Tom Wilson•Walter Wolf•Wooden & McLaughlin•Woodview Trace Realty•Leon Younger & Associates•ZK Tazian Associates•Conner Prairie•Aspen Development•Coots Henke & Wheeler• 
•Ellen Craig•Paul I Cripe•Jim Curtis•Russell Dankert•James Dankert•William Dankert•Davis Development•Davis Homes•Barrett & Stokely•Dealers Wholesale•Denison Properties•DePauw University•George Geiger• 

•Gene Heiwig•General Services Administration•Geupel DeMars Hagerman•Gilliatte General Contractors•Gene B Glick Company•Joe Goldsmith•Jim Goodin•Gradex•Jules Gradison•John Grayson•Fred Green• 
 

•Carmel Dad’s Cub•City of Carmel•Bill Carson•Carstedt Dickman•Castleton United Methodist Church• 


